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Talk about All Favorite Things

1. Favorite vs Favourite 
2. Favorite Activities

2.1 TV Programs
2.2 Movies
2.3 Music
2.4 Books

3. Recommendations
3.1 How to recommend 

favorite things to others
3.2 Confusing words



1. Favorite vs Favourite 

Is It Favorite 
or

Favourite?



Favorite 
and 

Favourite

1. Favorite vs Favourite 



The pronunciation of
Favorite and Favourite

“ Fei · vruht ”

1. Favorite vs Favourite 



‘Favorite’ ใช้อย่างไร?

1. วางไว้หน้า adjective
This is my favorite car.

1. Favorite vs Favourite 



‘Favorite’ ใช้อย่างไร?

2. วางไว้หลงั adjective ที่แสดงความเห็นเจ้าของ หรือ articles
เพื่อละค านามทีไ่ด้พดูถงึไปแลว้

This car is my favorite. / This car is the most favorite. 

1. Favorite vs Favourite 



2. Favorite Activities

2.1 TV Programs 2.2 Movies

2.3 Music 2.4 Books



Like/Dislike
Levels of Like How to Use Examples

enjoy S + enjoy + n/v.ing I enjoy studying English online.

interest S + be + interested + in + n/v.ing I am interested in studying English online.

fond S + be + fond + of + n/v.ing She is fond of English language.

love S + love + n/v.ing She loves English Language.

keen S + be + keen + on + n/v.ing He is keen on going to shopping.

fancy S + fancy + n/v.ing He fancies BNK48.

crazy/mad S + be + mad + about + n/v.ing He is crazy/mad about BNK48.

obsessed S + be + obsessed + with + n/v.ing They are obsessed with cute dogs.

adore S + adore + n/v.ing They adore cute dogs

prefer S + prefer + A + to/over + B We prefer living in the condominium to living in 
the house.

like (the) most S + like + n/v.ing + (the) + most We like living in the condominium most.



Like/Dislike

Levels of Dislike How to Use Examples
dislike S + dislike + n/v.ing I dislike studying online.

can’t stand S + can’t stand + n/v.ing I can’t stand studying online.

can’t tolerate S + can’t tolerate + n/v.ing She can’t tolerate boring movies.

hate S + hate + n/v.ing She hates boring movies.

loathe S + loathe + n/v.ing He loathes noisy people.

detest S + detest+ n/v.ing He detests noisy people.

don’t mind S + don’t mind + n/v.ing We don’t mind watching this show again.



“ My favorite kind of TV program is _______”

2.1 TV Programs

Cartoon
Talk show
Cooking 
show

Documentary
Game show
Movie/film

News
Reality show

Sitcom
Soap opera
TV Series
Wildlife 
program



2.2 Movies

Action
Comedy

Crime and 
mystery

Documentary
Fantasy

Biography

Historical fiction
Horror

Romance
Soap opera

Science fiction
Thriller

Animation
“ I enjoy watching _________ movie ”



2.3 Music

Blues
Country
Electronic
Hip hop

Pop
Rock
Jazz

Classical

Punk
K-pop

Heavy metal
Soul 

Disco
Reggae
Folk

Easy listening
EDM“ My favorite music genre is _______”



•

2.4 Books
Classics

Comic Book
Mystery
Fantasy

Historical Fiction
Horror

Romance
Poetry

Self-Help

Science Fiction
Short Stories

Thrillers
Biographies 

Autobiographies
Memoir

Cookbooks
History
Essays“ I love ____________ book ”



Example

A: What is your favorite 
kind of TV program?

B: Well, my favorite kind 
of TV program is talk 
show. I love watching 
the Ellen Show.



Example

A: I love sci-fi films.
B: Really? So do I! It’s 

my favorite genre.



Giving Reasons

Conjunctions ความหมาย
because

เพราะว่าsince
as

so that
ดังนั้นso

therefore

Subordinating Conjunctions



Giving Reasons

A: Do you like classical 
music?

B: Actually, I play classical 
music, but my favorite
genre is heavy metal. I 
love it because it helps 
me forget all about my 
work.



Giving Reasons

A: What are you reading 
lately? 

B: I’ve been reading 
romance so far. I think 
it’s going to become 
my favorite. Therefore, 
I’m here to borrow 
one.



3. Recommendations

3.1 How to recommend 
favorite things to others 3.2 Confusing words



3.1 How to recommend favorite things to others

“Last week, I recommended you to watched that TV show. 
Have you watched it yet? ”



3.1 How to recommend favorite things to others

“I would like to recommend this film to her. I bet 
she will love it”



3.1 How to recommend favorite things to others

“This book is so good, I recommend it.”



3.1 How to recommend favorite things to others

“This song is sooooo good. Let’s listen to it”



3.2 Confusing words

Recommend       แนะน าของดี Recommendation การแนะน าของดี

Advise ให้ค าปรกึษา Advice ข้อแนะน า

Suggest เสนอแนะ Suggestion การเสนอแนะ

Introduce แนะน าตัว Introduction การแนะน าตัว



Exercise



Please match the spelling and the style.

Exercise

Favourite

Favorite

American English

British English



Exercise
Q: _________________________?
A: I love watching horror movies.

a. Who is your favorite character?
b. What is your favorite movie?
c. What flick genre is your favorite?
d. Why do you like this film?



Exercise

“I enjoy listening to EDM, ________ I love dancing.”

a. but
b. so that
c. why
d. since



Exercise
Which one is the recommendation sentence?

a. I appreciate your recommendation.
b. Can you recommend any film on 
Netflix?
c. Why don’t you give me some 
recommendations on it?
d. This book is so good. Read it!



Please match the word and its meaning.

Exercise

Suggest

Advise

Introduce

Recommend

แนะน าสิ่งดี ๆ
เสนอแนะ
แนะน าตัว
ให้ค าปรกึษา


